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quality adjustment
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consumers (g) 1.148–149, 3.1–3
consumption (g) 1.148–149, 2.20–30, 3.1–2
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consumption CPI 14.6–7
consumption goods and services see goods; services
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3.74–89
agriculture 1.180–181, 3.79–80, 14.32–33
housing services 1.180–182, 3.81–89
in production account 14.32–33
continuity (price collection) 1.218–221, 6.57, 12.18–20
continuity test 16.132, 20.59
first axiomatic approach 16.34
second axiomatic approach 16.98

core (underlying) inflation 13.24–26
cost of living bias see substitution bias
cost of living index (COLI) (g) 1.85–113, 1.165–166,
3.32–38
aggregation 1.109–113, 9.31–38, 17.55–60
alternative index 13.31
conditional (g) 1.165–166, 3.36–38, 7.31–32
data requirements and calculation issues 1.106–107
democratic COLIs (g) 18.23–35
Laspeyres 18.25–26, 18.30–31, 18.33
Paasche 18.25, 18.27, 18.30–31, 18.33
estimating by superlative indices 1.97–101
Konüs COLI 17.9–17
Lloyd–Moulton index 1.108, 17.61–64
Lowe index as approximation to true COLI 17.66–73
first-order approximation to the bias of Lowe index
17.74–75
second-order approximation to substitution bias of Lowe
index 17.76–83
overview 1.85–90, 3.30
plutocratic COLIs 18.3–13
Fisher 18.14–22
Laspeyres 18.6–9, 18.33
Paasche 18.6, 18.10–12, 18.33
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representativity bias (g) 1.102–105
seasonal products 17.84–89
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superlative indices 1.98–99, 17.4, 17.27–49, 17.55–60
true COLI 17.11–26(f)
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unconditional 1.165–166, 3.35, 3.37
upper and lower bounds 1.91–93
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Country–Product–Dummy (CPD) method (aggregation) see
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coverage (g) 3.90–107, 14.58, 14.60(t*)
financial services 10.117–124
geographical 3.97–104
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non-residents 3.99–100, 3.128–129, 4.73–75
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sampling 5.3–6, 5.32, 5.55
urban and rural 3.97–98
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households 1.183–184
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national accounts price deflators 3.1(appendix)
types 3.93–96
luxury goods and services 3.125–126
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outlets 3.105–107
over/undercoverage 11.6, 11.9
social security benefits 2.9–13
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wages 2.8
CPC see Central Product Classification
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currency exchange 10.119, 10.125–129
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current prices (g)
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current value (g)
cut-off sampling (g) 5.36–41, 11.19
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dissemination see production and publication
errors see data editing (below)
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.11, 7.3–4)
quality and accuracy 6.123, 13.46–48
sources 4.16–33
electronic see electronic price collection
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household expenditure surveys see household expenditure
surveys
national accounts 1.194–196, 4.25–28, 4.41
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data editing 9.139–177, 11.27
detection of errors and outliers 9.139–140, 9.142–165
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output checking 9.147, 9.163–165
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verification and correction 9.139, 9.141–145, 9.166–177,
12.21–25
missing price observations 9.172–177
outliers 9.171
debt see borrowing and credit
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decomposition
Fisher price index 19.31(t*), 19.32–36(e)(t)
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Laspeyres price index 1.24–25, 15.11–17
Paaschee price index 1.24–25, 15.11–17
deflation (g) 3.1(appendix)
Delphi method (quality adjustment) 7.76
democratic COLIs (g) 18.23–35
Laspeyres 18.25–26, 18.30–31, 18.33
Paasche 18.25, 18.27, 18.30–31, 18.33
depreciation 23.43–68
general model (unchanging durables) 23.43–54
geometric or declining balance model 23.55–58
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new and disappearing items 9.41–43, 9.57–61(t), 9.63
temporarily (non-seasonal) missing prices 9.53(t)
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disappeared items see missing observations
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discounted prices (g) 3.138–143, 6.81–82
dissemination (CPIs) see production and publication
Divisia approach (g) 1.52, 15.65–97
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15.72–75
fixed base versus chain indices 1.52, 15.76–97
price and quantity indices 15.65–71
relationship with economic approach 15.4(appendix)
see also chain indices
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21.1(appendix)
Drobisch price index (g) 19.18–22(t)
dummy variables for time 7.134–136, 21.40–42, 21.58–60
durable goods (g) 1.154–158, 3.166–168, 23
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in SNA 14.40(b*), 23.1
Dutot index (g) 9.17–24(t)
axiomatic approach 1.56–57, 9.25–30, 20.44, 20.68
chain versus direct indices 9.40–41
economic approach 9.32, 20.74–77, 20.80
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20.48–52, 20.57
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elementary indices 1.137–146, 9.31–38, 20.71–86
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errors in measurement 18.33
Fisher plutocratic price index 18.14–22
overview 1.109–113, 18.1–2
plutocratic COLIs and observable bounds 18.3–13
single-household case 17
first-order approximation to the bias of Lowe index
17.74–75
Konüs cost of living index 17.9–17
Lloyd–Moulton index 1.108, 17.61–64
Lowe index as an approximation to a true COLI
17.66–73
seasonal products 17.84–89
second-order approximation to the substitution bias of
Lowe index 17.76–83
superlative indices see superlative indices
true COLI when preferences are homothetic
17.18–26
zero price increasing to a positive price 17.90–94
Edgeworth (and Marshall) index (g and g appendix) 15.27,
15.30, 19.18–22(t)
editing (g) see data editing
education services see Annex 1 (5.9)
see also social transfers in kind
EKS method see Elteto–Koves–Szulc method
electronic dissemination (CPI data) 13.55–58
electronic price collection 6.108–118
electronic forms 6.53, 6.65
electronic point of sale (EPOS) 6.117
hand-held computers 6.65, 6.110–116
scanner data 1.213–214, 4.32, 5.60, 6.117–118, 9.72–73,
20.88–99
elementary aggregates (g) 1.265–270, 4.4–8(f), 9.6–73
aggregation and classification problems 20.23–37
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sectoral dimension 20.23, 20.28–30
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time dimension 5.3, 20.15–17, 20.20, 20.23, 20.25
aggregation structure 9.9, 9.16(f *)
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item selection 9.8
missing price observations 9.47–63(t)
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sampling 9.38, 20.87
weights 1.124–126, 4.14–15(t), 9.11–14, 9.115–117
see also value aggregates
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aggregates
axiomatic approach 1.133–136, 9.25–30, 20.58–70
chain indices 9.19(t), 9.39–44, 9.115–117
economic approach 1.137–146, 9.31–38, 20.71–86
harmonic mean formulae see harmonic elementary indices
ideal elementary indices 20.11–22
individual indices 20.38–45
see also individual headings
other formulae 9.64–69
relationships between elementary indices 1.127–132,
20.46–57
stochastic approach 20.100–111
unit value indices 9.70–71
Elteto–Koves–Szulc (EKS) method see Annex 4 (4.2.1, 4.2.2)
environmental factors, and quality change 7.31–32
EPOS (electronic point of sale) data 6.117
equilibrium supply and demand 21.22–23
errors 11.1–29(t), 20.19–20
data see data editing
measurement 11.12–16, 18.33
minimizing 11.17–29
non-sampling 11.5–11, 11.16
sampling 5.38, 11.3–4(t), 11.21, 20.20
weighting 4.76–77
see also bias
estimation 5.61–99
bias 5.62–64, 5.72, 11.64–66
COLIs 1.97–101
errors 11.4, 11.12–15, 11.17
implementation for CPIs 5.65–72
variance estimation see variance estimation
weighted least squares (WLS) estimator 21.1(appendix)
see also sampling
evolutionary goods 8.35, 21.62–63
directed replacements 8.49–51, 8.57
sample augmentation 8.56
exclusions see coverage
expenditures see household consumption expenditures
expenditure weights see weights
expert judgement
quality adjustment 1.251, 7.73–76
sampling 11.19
explicit quality adjustment methods (g) 1.249–255, 7.35, 7.38,
7.72–115
choice of 7.119–120(f)
expert judgement 1.251, 7.73–76
hedonic approach see hedonic approach
production or option costs, differences in 1.250, 7.81–89,
7.119
quantity adjustment 1.249, 7.77–80(f), 7.81(t*)
export price index (XPI) 14.4, 14.51, 14.57–58, 14.60(t*),
14.75(t*)
coverage 14.58, 14.60(t*)
external goods and services account 14.18, 14.49–52, 14.54(t*)
see also SNA
extra charges 6.91
extra quantity offers 6.84
see also bonus offers
factoring and price updated weights 9.92–94
factor reversal (functional form symmetry) test (g) 1.68–69,
16.56
fees
deposit and loan facilities 10.1(appendix), 10.140, 10.143–147
financial assets 3.54, 10.125–136

insurance services see insurance
real estate agency services 3.122, 10.20, 10.40, 10.149–155,
23.118–120
see also Annex 1 (6.5)
see also financial services
filtering (data) see data editing
final consumption 14.34–45(b)(t)
final uses, price indices for 14.72
financial assets 3.4, 3.52–55
borrowing and credit see borrowing and credit
fees 3.54, 10.125–136
foreign currency 3.55
financial services 10.117–148
currency exchange 10.119, 10.125–129
definition and coverage 10.117–124
deposit and loan facilities 10.119, 10.137–148
example calculation 10.1(appendix)
mortgages 10.20–21, 10.23–38(t), 23.95–99
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.10)
payments approach 10.120
SNA 14.42–43
stockbroking services 10.119, 10.130–136
see also borrowing and credit; fees; insurance
financial transactions 1.170–172
Fisher price index (g) 1.42
aggregation and classification problems 20.33–34,
20.36(t)
as average of Paasche and Laspeyres indices 15.18–23
axiomatic approach 16.53–56
chained
and Lloyd–Moulton indices 19.28–31(t)
symmetrically weighted 19.20–22(t)
two-stage aggregation 19.26–27, 19.28(t*)
decomposition 19.31(t*), 19.32–36(t)
democratic price index 18.29
economic approach 17.27–32
fixed base
symmetrically weighted 19.17–19(t)
two-stage aggregation 19.24–25, 19.28(t*)
hedonic indices 21.51
month-to-month indices 22.65–77(t)
plutocratic price index 18.14–22
relationship with Lowe index 1.32–33
rolling year annual index 22.47, 22.57(f *)
chained 22.49–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
fixed base 22.48–53(f)(t)
superlative index 1.96–97, 1.99–101, 17.4, 17.27–32,
17.50–54
two-stage aggregation 17.57–58
year-over-year annual index 22.36–43(t)
chained 22.40(t*), 22.41–43(t)
fixed base 22.38–40(t)
year-over-year monthly index 22.19–34(t)
chained 22.30, 22.31(t*), 22.32–34(t)
fixed base 22.26, 22.27(t*), 22.28, 22.31(t*)
fixed assets 3.23
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asymmetrically weighted indices 19.9–12(t), 19.16(t*)
hedonic functions with dummy variables for time 7.134–135,
21.41
rolling year annual indices 22.48–53(f)(t), 22.56–59(f)(t),
22.60(f *)
superlative indices 19.17–19(t)
symmetrically weighted 19.17–19(t)
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and Divisia approach 1.52, 15.76–97
year-over-year annual 22.38–40(t)
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year-over-year monthly 22.26–29(t), 22.31(t*)
see also individual indices
fixed basket indices (g and g appendix) 2.14–15, 15.24
see also basket indices; individual indices
fixed basket (or constant quantities) test 16.35–36
fixed weight indices (g and g appendix)
bias 9.131–138
fixed weights for seasonal products 4.63–66
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expenditures
formula approximation error 20.19
free goods and services 3.7, 3.142, 6.84
functional form (hedonic function) 21.1(appendix)
functional form symmetry (factor reversal) test (g) 1.68–69,
16.56
gambling 3.51
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GDDS see General Data Dissemination System
GDP see gross domestic product
Geary–Khamis (GK) method see Annex 4 (4.2.2)
Geary–Khamis quantity index 1.70
General Data Dissemination System (GDDS) 13.43–44
geographical coverage see coverage
geometric averages, weighted 9.137
geometric indices 1.38–40
see also individual indices
geometric (or declining balance) depreciation 23.55–58
geometric Paasche and Laspeyres bounding test 16.123
gifts 3.7, 3.45
goods (g) 3.3
for major treatment see under acquisitions approach;
classification; household consumption expenditures; uses
approach
see also durable goods; non-durable goods
gratuities 3.46, 6.88
gross domestic product (GDP) 14.12, 14.73–74, 14.75(t*)
groups (aggregation/weighting structure) 4.6(f), 4.9, 4.58,
5.58, 9.9, 9.16(f *)
harmonic elementary indices 9.67–68, 20.42
economic approach 20.79–80
relationships with other elementary indices 1.128–130,
20.46–47, 20.53–57
test performance 20.44, 20.70
harmonic Laspeyres index 16.88, 19.9–16(t)
Harmonized Indices of Consumer Prices (HICPs) 13.30,
23.132, Annex 1
note: locators are Annex 1 paragraph numbers
basic concepts and definitions 2
coverage 3
harmonization, agenda for further 8
index formulae 4.2
links with National Accounts deflator of HFCE 6
overview and history 1
price sampling 4.3
regulations 9
release and timeliness 7
specific standards 5
weights 4.1
health services 3.24–25
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.9)
see also social transfers in kind
hedonic approach (g) 7.132–149, 21
consumer or demand side 21.13–17(f)
alternative formulation 21.29–36
identification and appropriate estimators 21.1(appendix)
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equilibrium supply and demand 21.22–23
explicit quality adjustment 1.252–254, 7.90–115(f)(t)
adjustments 7.108–109
choice of methods 7.120
coefficients 7.101–103
data illustrating 7.1(appendix)
imputation 7.103–107
limitations 7.110–115
functional form 21.1(appendix)
functions with dummy variables for time 7.134–136,
21.40–42, 21.58–60
hedonic prices, meaning of 21.24–28
and matched models method 7.150–152, 21.59–60
multicollinearity 21.1(appendix)
omitted variable bias 21.1(appendix)
period-to-period indices 7.137–141
producer or supply side 21.1(appendix), 21.18–21
regression model of rental market 23.140
superlative and exact hedonic indices (SEHI) 7.142–149,
21.48–58
tastes and technologies, changing 21.1(appendix)
theoretical characteristics price indices 21.38–39
tied bundles of characteristics 21.12
unweighted indices 21.59–60
weighting 21.1(appendix), 21.58
see also quality adjustment
HES see household expenditure surveys
HFCE see household final consumption expenditure
HFMCE see household final monetary consumption
expenditure
HICPs see Harmonized Indices of Consumer Prices
higher-level indices (g) 1.271–274, 4.8, 9.74–138
choice of 9.74–76
weighted averages of elementary indices 1.273, 9.77–138
alternatives to fixed-weight indices 9.131–138
calculation 9.77–86(t)
decomposition of index changes 9.127–130(t)
price-updating from weight reference period 9.95–104(t)
reweighting and chain linking 1.274, 9.105–126
Young and Lowe indices 9.87–91
see also individual indices
high-technology goods 7.125–131, 19.4(t)
see also computers
high-technology services 19.4(t)
hire purchase 3.65–66
homogeneity tests
first axiomatic approach 1.55, 16.37–41
second axiomatic approach 16.99–105, 16.132
homothetic preferences 17.18–26
household consumption expenditures 1.162, 3.9–17,
14.34–45(b)(t), 14.75(t*)
defined (g) 14.36
foreign purchases of residents 3.99–100, 3.128–129, 4.73–75,
6.36, 14.66–68
hierarchy 14.42–44
imputed 3.130–132, 14.38–39, 14.42, 14.44
monetary 1.162, 3.7, 3.12, 3.16–17, 14.38, 14.42
non-monetary 1.163, 3.12–15
barter transactions 1.163, 3.7, 3.13, 6.33
free gifts or transfers 3.7
imputed values 3.130–132
remuneration in kind 1.163, 3.7, 3.14
self-produced goods and services see household
production
outside the scope of CPIs 3.4, 3.39–54, 4.35
financial assets see financial assets
gambling 3.51
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insurance 3.47–50
transfers 3.7, 3.41–46
product detail 14.40–41, 14.45(t), 14.47(t)
SNA 14.34–45(b)(t), 14.75(t*)
social transfers in kind 3.9–11
time incurred/used 3.18–21, 3.56–57
see also individual goods and services
household expenditure surveys (HES) (g) 1.192–197
weighting data 4.17–28, 4.40–41
adjustment 4.42–43
classification 4.56–57
reliability 4.21
household final consumption expenditure (HFCE) 14.36
see also Annex 1 (6)
household final monetary consumption expenditure
(HFMCE) see Annex 1 (2.2)
household production 1.175–182, 3.72–89
business activities 3.73
consumption of own production 1.175–182, 3.15, 3.74–89
agriculture 1.180–181, 3.79–80, 14.32–33
housing services 1.180–182, 3.81–89
in production account 14.32–33
households (g)
institutional units 14.14, 14.17(b)
housing (owner-occupied) (g) 10.4–50
acquisitions approach 10.39–50, 23.136–138
alterations and additions 10.40–41, 10.47, 10.50
new constructions 10.40–41, 10.46–50
purchase of dwelling 10.40–45
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.12, 6.3, 8)
housing services for own consumption 1.180–182,
3.81–89
payments approach 10.20–38, 10.120, 10.159–163,
23.134–135
SNA 14.40(b*), 23.144
user cost approach 10.7–19, 23.69–93
alternative 23.141–144
relationship with acquisitions approach 23.39
rental equivalence approach 10.14–19, 23.3, 23.16–21,
23.139–140
insurance 23.102–106
maintenance and renovation 10.20, 10.40, 23.107–117
mortgage interest costs 10.23–38(t), 23.95–99
property taxes 23.100–101
transaction costs (home purchase) 23.118–120
user costs 23.94–120
additional services 23.127
billing and maintenance 23.123, 23.125
landlord-specific 23.121–131
non-payment of rent and vacancy costs 23.124
opportunity cost of capital 23.126
weights 4.3
hybrid values or expenditures (g)
hybrid weights (g)
identity (or constant prices) test (g) 15.94, 16.132, 20.59
first axiomatic approach 1.55, 16.35
second axiomatic approach 16.98
IDI see implicit deflator index
illegal goods and services 1.169, 3.123–124
implicit deflator index (IDI) 14.70, 14.75(t*)
implicit quality adjustment methods (g) 1.236–248, 7.38,
7.44–71
carry forward see carry forward of unavailable prices
choice of 7.121–124
class mean imputation 7.67–68, 7.121
comparable replacement 7.69, 7.118

hedonic approach 21.43–47
linked to show no price change 7.70, 7.124
non-overlapping qualities 1.241–248
overall mean or targeted mean imputation 7.53–66(t),
7.121
overlap 1.236–240, 7.35, 7.45–52(t), 7.123
short-run comparisons 7.165–170
implicit service charge 3.70
import price index (MPI) 14.57–58, 14.60(t*)
SNA 14.4, 14.51–52, 14.54(t*), 14.57–58, 14.60(t*),
14.75(t*)
imputation (g) 7.35
class mean imputation 7.67–68, 7.121
household consumption expenditures 3.130–132, 14.38–39,
14.42, 14.44
overall mean imputation 7.53–66(t), 7.121
permanently missing prices 9.58–63(t)
seasonal products 10.79–87(t), 22.85–86(t), 22.88(f *),
22.93–95(t), 22.96(f *)
temporarily (non-seasonal) missing prices 9.48, 9.51–54(t)
income
generation of income account 14.71(t*), 14.75(t)
household subsectors by 14.17(b)
real income 2.20–23
use of income account see use of income account
see also wages
income tax 2.19, 3.42, 13.27, 23.126
indexation (g) 1.9, 2.5–19
index number theory 15
aggregation see elementary aggregates; value aggregates
annual weights and monthly price indices 15.33–64
axiomatic approach see axiomatic approach
choice of index number 1.13–15
Divisia approach 1.52, 15.65–97
economic approach see economic approach
formulae and terminology (g appendix)
national accounts price deflators 1.190, 3.1(appendix)
overview 15.1–6
stochastic approach see stochastic approach
symmetric averages 1.41–45, 15.18–32
index reference period (g) 9.81–83
indirect quality adjustment see implicit quality adjustment
inflation 2.34–38
accounting 2.31–33
core (underlying) 13.24–26
CPIs as measure of/proxy for 1.11, 1.12, 14.63–65
hyperinflation 6.23–24
international comparisons 2.38
targets 2.36–37
inflation (transactions) CPI 14.6–7
institutional units (g) 14.14–17(b)
for major accounts see capital account; external goods and
services account; production account; use of income
account
insurance, life 3.47–50
HICPs see Annex 1 (6.4)
insurance, property 3.47–50, 10.156–173
acquisitions approach 10.40, 10.166
defined 10.157
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.8)
owner-occupied housing 23.102–106
payments approach 10.20, 10.159–163
premiums 10.159–163, 10.167–173(t)
taxes 10.171–173(t)
uses approach 10.164–165
weights 4.67
see also financial services
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interest 1.174, 3.63, 3.67–71, 6.91, 10.1(appendix), 10.139–141
indexation 1.11, 2.16–17
mortgages 10.23–38(t), 23.95–99
see also borrowing and credit
intermediate consumption price indices (IPIs) 14.71, 14.75(t*)
International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) 3.147,
14.30, 14.31(t*)
international standards 13.42–44, 14.30, 14.41, Annex 3
see also Preface
Internet 3.100, 3.106, 10.101–102
CPI data dissemination by 13.55–58
price collection by 6.43, 6.44–45, 6.47, 6.109
see also telecommunication services
invariance and symmetry tests
first axiomatic approach 1.55–61, 1.68–69, 16.40–46
second axiomatic approach 16.101–103, 16.106–111
invariance to changes in the ordering of commodities
(commodity reversal) test (g) 16.42, 16.106, 16.132
invariance to changes in the units of measurement
(commensurability) test (g) 9.25, 9.27–28, 16.132,
20.64–65
first axiomatic approach 1.55, 1.56–58, 16.43
second axiomatic approach 16.107–108
invariance to proportional changes in base quantities test (g)
16.40–41
invariance to proportional changes in base values test
16.101–103
invariance to proportional changes in current quantities test
(g) 16.40–41
invariance to proportional changes in current values test 1.71,
16.101–103
inverse proportionality in base period prices test (g) 20.59
first axiomatic approach 16.39
second axiomatic approach 16.100
IPIs see intermediate consumption price indices
irrelevance of price change with tiny value weights test
16.117–118
ISIC see International Standard Industrial Classification)
item (g)
item or product rotation (g)
item specification (g) 6.25–31
broad/loose item specification 6.27–29, 6.31
narrow/tight item specification 6.27–30
Jevons price index (g) 1.76, 9.17–24(t), 19.5–8(t)
axiomatic approach 9.25–26, 9.30, 20.44, 20.67
chained 9.40–41, 19.7–8(t)
economic approach 9.33–37, 20.83–84, 20.86
elementary index (defined) 9.17, 20.41
estimators of stratum index 5.67
fixed base 19.5–6(t)
missing price observations 9.53(t), 9.58(t*), 9.64(t*)
relationships with other elementary indices 1.128–130,
20.46–47, 20.50–57
sampling properties 9.38
judgemental (expert choice) sampling 11.19
kind, remuneration in 1.163, 3.7, 3.14
Konüs cost of living index 17.9–17
Laspeyres–Konüs true cost of living index
17.12–17(f)
Paasche–Konüs true cost of living index 17.13–17(f)
true COLI when preferences are homothetic 17.18–26
see also cost of living index
labour services, price indices for 14.71(t*), 14.75(t)
land (property) 10.44
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Laspeyres–Konüs true cost of living index 17.12–17(f)
Laspeyres price index (g and g appendix) 2.14–15
aggregation and classification problems 20.33–36(t)
chained 19.7–8(t)
geometric/harmonic 19.11(t*), 19.13–16(t)
month-to-month indices 22.65–77(t)
rolling year 22.49–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
year-over-year 22.30–34(t), 22.40(t*), 22.41–43(t)
decomposition 1.24–25, 15.11–170
defined 1.21–22, 9.65–66, 15.12–13
economic approach 20.73–75
fixed base 19.5–6(t)
geometric/harmonic 19.9–12(t), 19.16(t*)
rolling year 22.48–53(f)(t), 22.56–59(f)(t), 22.60(f *),
22.80(t*), 22.81(f *), 22.82–83
year-over-year 22.26–28(t), 22.38–40(t)
geometric (g) 1.38–40, 9.66
annual basket indices with carry forward of unavailable
prices 22.80(t*), 22.81–84(f), 22.91–92(t), 22.93(f *)
annual basket indices with imputation of unavailable
prices 22.85–86(t), 22.88(f *), 22.93–95(t), 22.96(f *)
chained 19.11(t*), 19.13–16(t)
fixed base 19.9–12(t), 19.16(t*)
year-over-year 22.40(t)
harmonic 16.88, 19.9–16(t)
chained 19.11(t*), 19.13–16(t)
fixed base 19.9–12(t), 19.16(t*)
hedonic 21.48–49
Paasche and Laspeyres bounding test 1.55, 16.49, 16.123
plutocratic 18.6–9, 18.16–17, 18.20–21, 18.33
relationship with Lowe index 1.32, 15.2(appendix)
relationship with Paasche index 1.30–34, 15.1(appendix)
relationship with Young index 1.36, 15.56–58
rolling year annual index 22.47
chained 22.49–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
fixed base 22.48–53(f)(t), 22.56–59(f)(t), 22.60(f *),
22.80(t*), 22.81(f *), 22.82–83
symmetric averages 15.18–23, 15.32
test performance 1.60–61, 1.69, 16.58, 16.61
two-stage aggregation 17.55–57
year-over-year annual index (seasonal products) 22.36–43(t)
chained 22.40(t*), 22.41–43(t)
fixed base 22.38–40(t)
geometric 22.40(t)
year-over-year monthly index (seasonal products)
22.19–34(t)
chained 22.30–34(t)
fixed base 22.26–28(t)
legal fees 23.118
Leontief preferences 9.32
licences 3.43–44
light bulb (one hoss shay) depreciation (g) 23.62–68
linear form (hedonic function) 21.1(appendix)
linking see chain indices
lists of products/prices 5.15, 6.43
Lloyd–Moulton index 1.108, 9.69, 9.137, 17.61–64,
19.28–31(t)
loans see borrowing and credit
log–log (double-logarithmic) form (hedonic function)
21.1(appendix)
long-run comparisons and short-run comparisons 7.42–43,
7.159–173(t)
implicit short-run comparisons 7.165–170
quality adjustment methods 7.160–164
single-stage and two-stage indices 7.171–173
Lowe index (g and g appendix) 1.17–20, 2.14, 3.30–31, 15.11,
15.24, 19.34(t*), 19.37–38
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annual indices 22.78–86(f)(t), 22.88–89(f)(t), 22.91–95(f)(t)
bias 17.74–83
chain indices see chain indices (versus fixed base indices)
and COLI 1.91–93, 17.66–83
conditional 3.38
economic approach 17.66–83
higher-level indices 9.87–91
mid-year indices 15.49–53, 19.41–44, 19.46(t*)
monthly indices 15.33–53
relationship with Fisher index 1.32–33
relationship with Laspeyres index 1.32, 15.2(appendix)
relationship with Paasche index 1.32
relationship with Young index 9.87–91
test performance 1.61, 1.83, 16.130–134
updating 1.28–29
lower-level index (g)
loyalty schemes 3.138, 3.142, 3.143
luxury goods and services 3.125–126
mail order catalogues 6.43
maintenance expenditures (owner-occupied housing) 10.20,
10.40, 23.107–117
landlord-specific 23.123, 23.125
management process see production and publication; quality
management
manuals (training and development) 12.100–102
many-household case (economic approach) see economic
approach
Marshall-Edgeworth index (g and g appendix) 15.27, 15.30,
19.18–22(t)
matched models method (g) 7.2, 7.5, 7.6–18
dynamic universe 8.1(appendix), 8.7
and hedonic indices 7.150–152, 21.59–60
missing items 7.7–13, 8.2
new products 7.18, 8.4
sampling concerns 7.14–17, 8.3, 8.6–8
telecommunication services 10.97–104(t)
mean square error (sampling) 5.38, 5.63
mean value tests 16.47–49, 16.132, 20.59
mean value test for prices (g) 1.55, 16.47, 16.112
mean value test for quantities 16.48
Paasche and Laspeyres bounding test 1.55, 16.49, 16.123
medical services see health services
metadata system (quality adjustment) 8.23–31
methodology, presentation 13.41, 13.44(b*), 13.60–61
mid-year indices (Lowe index) 15.49–53, 19.41–44, 19.46(t*)
minimum spanning tree (MST) see Annex 4 (4.2.2(f))
missing observations 9.47–63(t)
chain indices 9.43, 9.53(t)
deleting items that disappear 8.1(appendix)
direct indices 9.41–43, 9.53(t)
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.3)
matched models method 7.7–13, 8.2
permanent 9.55–63(t), 9.64(t*)
temporary (non-seasonal) 9.48–54(t)
verification and correction 9.172–177
see also quality adjustment; seasonal products
mobile telephones 8.37, 10.110, 10.112(t*)
see also telecommunication services
money-off vouchers 3.138, 3.141, 3.143
monitoring (price collection) 5.30, 12.29–32
monotonicity tests 16.50–52, 16.132
base period prices 16.50, 16.113, 20.59
base period quantities 16.50–51
current period prices 1.55, 16.50, 16.113, 20.59
current period quantities 16.50–51
monthly indices

annual weights 15.33–64
Lowe index and mid-year indices 15.49–53
Lowe index with monthly prices and annual base year
quantities 15.33–48
Young index 15.54–64
year-over-year 22.16–34(t)
chained 22.30–34(t)
fixed base 22.26–29(t), 22.31(t*)
used in predicting rolling year index 22.55–62(f)(t)
month-to-month indices 9.19(t), 9.86(t)
Rothwell or Bean and Stine Type C indices 22.87–89(t),
22.91(f *), 22.93–94(t), 22.96(f *)
maximum overlap 22.63–77(t)
used in predicting rolling year indices 22.91–96(f)(t)
mortgages 10.20–21, 10.23–38(t)
interest 10.23–38(t), 23.95–99
motor cars 4.68–70, 6.36, 6.86, 7.20, 7.84
see also vehicles
moving-weights for seasonal products 4.62–66
multicollinearity (hedonic quality adjustment) 21.1(appendix)
multiperiod identity test 15.94
multiplicative quality adjustment 7.39–40
net price indices 3.137
new outlet (outlet substitution) bias 3.118, 11.35–36, 11.60–63
new outlets 8.58
new products 8.32–62, 21.61–68
chain indices 9.43, 9.58(t*), 9.60(t), 9.62
defining/terminology 8.32–35, 21.61–62
directed replacements 8.49–51, 8.57
direct indices 9.41–43, 9.57–61(t), 9.63
evolutionary goods 8.35, 8.49–51, 8.56–57, 21.62–63
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.6)
matched models method 7.18, 8.4
new goods bias 11.35–36, 11.56–59
reservation prices 8.59–60
revolutionary goods 8.35, 8.52–55(t), 8.57–58, 21.62–64
sample augmentation 8.52–58(t), 21.64
sample rebasing and rotation 1.222–225, 8.1(appendix),
8.18–21, 8.44–48
substitution 1.259–262, 8.2(appendix)
virtual prices 21.65–67
see also replacement products
non-durable goods 1.154–158, 3.22, 3.166–168
non-market output (production account) 14.25(t*), 14.26–27,
14.75(t*)
non-observation errors 11.9–11
non-probability sampling (g) 5.6, 5.27–50
bias 5.29
cut-off sampling 5.36–41, 11.19
quota sampling 5.42–45, 11.19
reasons for using 5.28–35
representative item method 5.6, 5.46–48
sampling in time 5.49–50
see also sampling
non-profit institutions serving households (NPISHs) 14.14,
14.17(b*)
non-residents, expenditures 3.99, 4.73
non-response errors 11.10–11, 11.28–29
non-sampling errors 11.5–11, 11.16
NPISHs see non-profit institutions serving households
observations
errors 11.5–8
omitting 9.48–49, 9.53(t*), 9.58(t)
off-cycle items see missing observations
offer functions (quality adjustment) 21.21
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omitted variable bias 21.1(appendix)
one hoss shay (light bulb) depreciation (g) 23.62–68
opportunity cost of capital (landlords) 23.126
option costs (quality adjustment) 7.83–89, 7.119
order PPS sampling 5.19–23(t)
order r, quadratic mean of 1.98–99, 17.33–43, 17.59
outlet rotation bias 3.120
outlets 3.105–107, 6.35, 8.17, 8.58
price variation between 3.116–120
retail chains 6.43, 6.66, 6.69–70, 12.13
rotation 3.119–120
sampling 5.3–6, 5.15, 5.55
symmetric treatment of outlets test 20.59
weights 4.13, 4.30–31
see also sectoral dimension (elementary aggregates)
outlet substitution (new outlet) bias 3.118, 11.35–36, 11.60–63
outliers (g) 9.139–141, 9.171
output price index (YPI) 14.70, 14.75(t*)
out of stock items 6.60
overall mean or targeted mean imputation (quality
adjustment) 7.53–66(t), 7.121
overlap method (quality adjustment) 1.236–240, 7.35,
7.45–52(t), 7.123, 22.63–77(t)
overseas purchases see household consumption expenditures
owner-occupied housing see housing (owner-occupied)
own production consumption see consumption of own
production
own share price weighting test 16.115–116
Paasche–Konüs true cost of living index 17.13–17(f)
Paasche and Laspeyres bounding test 1.55, 16.49, 16.123
Paasche price index (g and g appendix) 1.21–23, 2.14,
19.5–8(t)
chained 19.7–8(t)
month-to-month 22.65–77(t)
rolling year 22.49–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
year-over-year 22.30–34(t), 22.40(t*), 22.41–43(t)
COLIs
democratic 18.25, 18.27, 18.30–31, 18.33
Paasche-Konüs true cost of living index 17.13–17(f)
plutocratic 18.6, 18.10–12, 18.33
decomposition 1.24–25, 15.11–17
economic approach 20.77
fixed base 19.5–6(t)
rolling year 22.48–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
year-over-year 22.26–29(t), 22.38–40(t)
geometric 1.38–39
chained 19.11(t*), 19.13–16(t)
fixed base 19.9–12(t), 19.16(t*)
hedonic 21.50–51
national accounts price deflators 3.1(appendix)
plutocratic 18.6, 18.10–12, 18.16, 18.18–21, 18.33
relationship with Laspeyres index 1.30–34, 15.1(appendix)
relationship with Lowe index 1.32
rolling year annual index 22.47
chained 22.49–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
fixed base 22.48–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
symmetric averages 15.18–23, 15.32
test performance 1.60, 1.69, 16.58, 16.61
year-over-year annual index 22.36–43(t)
chained 22.40(t*), 22.41–43(t)
fixed base 22.38–40(t)
year-over-year monthly index 22.19–34(t)
chained 22.30–34(t)
fixed base 22.26–29(t)
Palgrave index 19.9–16(t)
Pareto PPS sampling 5.19–21(t), 5.23
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payment in kind 1.163, 3.7, 3.14
payments approach 10.20–38, 10.120, 10.159–163,
23.134–135
pensions 1.11, 3.54
HICPs see Annex 1 (6.4)
period-to-period hedonic indices 7.137–141
plutocratic COLIs 18.3–13
Fisher 18.14–22
Laspeyres 18.6–9, 18.33
Paasche 18.6, 18.10–12, 18.33
versus democratic COLIs 18.23–35
point-of-purchase surveys 4.30–31
positivity test 16.132
first axiomatic approach 1.55, 16.34
second axiomatic approach 16.98
PPI see producer price index
PPP see purchasing power parity
PPS sampling see probability proportional to size sampling
premiums (property insurance services) 10.159–163,
10.167–173(t)
gross premiums, gross expenditures approach 10.163
gross premiums, net expenditures approach 10.160
net premiums, gross expenditures approach 10.161–162
as a proxy for the net insurance service 10.171–173(t)
see also fees
press releases 13.38–41(b)
price bouncing test 20.60–61
price collection see collection
price collectors see collectors
price comparisons see comparisons
price deflators, national accounts 1.190, 3.1(appendix)
price discrimination 3.112–115, 6.82
price indices, collection data in the form of 6.74
price quote reports 12.51
price reductions see reductions
price reference period (g) 1.20, 9.81–82
price-updating from weight reference period 9.95–104(t)
price relative (g)
price relative reciprocal test 16.125–126
price reversal (price weights symmetry) test 16.46
price updated weights (g) 1.28–29, 9.95–104(t)
price variation 1.185–186, 3.108–120
probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling (g) 5.11,
5.16–23, 11.18
order sampling 5.19–23(t)
Pareto sampling 5.19–21(t), 5.23
sequential sampling 5.19, 5.21
systematic sampling 5.17–18(t)
probability sampling (g) 5.6, 5.8–26, 5.108
frames 5.13–15, 5.59
PPS sampling see above
simple random sampling 1.203–210, 5.10, 11.18
stratification 5.12, 11.18
systematic sampling 5.10
see also sampling
processing errors 11.8, 11.27
producer price index (PPI) 14.4, 14.57–58, 14.60(t*),
14.75(t*)
coverage 14.31, 14.32(b*), 14.58, 14.60(t*), 14.64
output 14.31(t), 14.32(b*), 14.75(t*)
see also production account
production account 14.18, 14.25–33(b)(t), 14.75(t*)
see also producer price index; SNA
production costs 7.81–82, 7.119
production for own consumption see consumption of own
production
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production and publication (indices) 1.280–284, 12.56–70,
13.1–58
access to data 13.49–52
confidentiality 13.53–54
contributions to price change, analysis 13.19–21
disaster recovery 12.66–70
electronic 13.55–58
HICPs see Annex 1 (7)
international standards 13.42–44
interpretation 13.22–23
monthly compilation 12.58–60
press release, bulletin and methodological statement
13.38–41(b)
publication level 3.160–161
related/alternative measures, presentation 13.24–37
seasonal adjustment and smoothing 13.13–18
spreadsheets 12.61–64
sub-aggregate indices 13.32–37
time series presentation of level and change 13.4–12,
13.38(b*)
timing 6.13, 13.45–48
see also quality management; user consultation
product lists 5.15
products (g)
product test 15.7–10
property taxes see taxation
proportionality in current prices test (g) 9.25, 20.59
first axiomatic approach 1.55, 16.37–38
second axiomatic approach 16.99
publication of CPIs see production and publication
purchase of products, during price collection 6.95, 6.97
purchaser’s price (g)
purchases from abroad see household consumption
expenditures
purchasing power parities (PPPs) 2.28–30, 6.119–122, 14.77–79
see also Annex 4
pure price change (g)
pure price index 15.24–32
see also fixed basket indices
pure quantity index 16.63–67
quadratic mean of order r indices 1.98–99, 17.33–43, 17.59
quality adjustment (g) 1.226–255, 7, 21
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.4)
hedonic approach see hedonic approach
high turnover industries 7.125–158
chaining 7.153–158, 8.21
difference between hedonic and matched models indices
7.150–152
examples 7.128–131
hedonic indices 7.132–149
information requirements 8.22–31
statistical metadata system 8.23–31
long-run and short-run comparisons 7.42–43, 7.159–173(t)
implicit short-run comparisons 7.165–170
quality adjustment methods 7.160–164
single-stage and two-stage indices 7.171–173
matched models 7.2, 7.5, 7.6–18
dynamic universe 8.1(appendix), 8.7
and hedonic indices 7.150–152, 21.59–60
missing items 7.7–13, 8.2
new products 7.18, 8.4
sampling concerns 7.14–17, 8.3, 8.6–8
telecommunication services 10.97–104(t)
overview 1.226–229, 21.1–11
quality change see quality change (below)

replacement/substitution of products 6.40, 6.103–107,
7.69, 7.118
seasonal products 7.8–9
user value 7.29–30
when matched models are unavailable 7.33–43
additive versus multiplicative adjustment 7.39–40
base versus current period adjustment 7.41
long-run versus short-run comparisons 7.42–43
see also missing observations
quality adjustment methods 1.226–255, 7, 21
choice of methods 7.116–124(f)
explicit methods 1.249–255, 7.35, 7.38, 7.72–115
choice of 7.119–120(f)
expert judgement 1.251, 7.73–76
hedonic approach see hedonic approach
production or option costs, differences in 1.250,
7.81–89, 7.119
quantity adjustment 1.249, 7.77–80(f), 7.81(t*)
implicit methods 1.236–248, 7.38, 7.44–71
carry-forward see carry forward of unavailable prices
choice of 7.121–124
class mean imputation 7.67–68, 7.121
comparable replacement 7.69, 7.118
hedonic approach 21.43–47
linked to show no price change 7.70, 7.124
non-overlapping qualities 1.241–248
overall mean or targeted mean imputation 7.53–66(t),
7.121
overlap 1.236–240, 7.35, 7.45–52(t), 7.123
short-run comparisons 7.165–170
quality change 7.19–32
conditional indices 7.31–32
effect on price 1.230–235
utility-based approach 7.24–30
quality change bias 11.35–36, 11.51–55
quality checks (price collection)
central and head office 12.41–55
algorithms 12.52–55
reports 12.47–51
local 12.27–40
backchecking 12.33–38
monitoring 12.29–32
other auditor functions 12.39–40
quality in the field (price collection) 6.67–68, 6.123, 12.15–26
continuity 1.218–221, 6.57, 12.18–20
data entry queries 12.21–25
descriptions 12.16–17
feedback 12.26
see also collectors
quality management (user needs) 12.71–91
performance management 12.92
systems 12.78–89
training and development (staff) 12.93–99
documentation 12.100–102
reviews 12.103
see also production and publication
quantities
mean value test for 16.48
price collection by 6.63–64
target quantity (sampling) 5.2
quantity adjustment
explicit quality adjustment (g) 1.249, 7.77–80(f), 7.81(t*)
Geary–Khamis quantity index 1.70
quantity indices
Divisia approach 15.65–71
pure quantity index 16.63–67
quantity relative (g)
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quantity reversal (quantity weights symmetry) test 16.45,
16.111
quantity weights (g)
questionnaires (price collection)
design 6.50–66
codes 6.1(appendix), 6.55–56, 6.60–61
forms 6.1(appendix), 6.53, 6.99(t*)
quota sampling 5.42–45, 11.19
ranking variables (sampling) 5.19
real estate agency fees 3.122, 10.20, 10.40, 10.149–155,
23.118–120
see also Annex 1 (6.5)
rebasing (g), 8.44–48
rebates 3.138, 3.141–143, 6.89–90
recording transactions 14.19–24
timing 14.20
valuation 14.21
reductions (prices) 6.80–91
bonus offers, extras and free gifts 3.142, 6.84,
6.99–102
discounted prices 3.138–143, 6.81–82
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.2)
payments involving interest, service charges or extra charges
6.91
price discrimination 3.112–115, 6.82
rebates or refunds 3.138, 3.141–143, 6.89–90
sale or special offer prices 6.1(appendix), 6.60, 6.83,
6.84
sales taxes 6.87
stamps 6.85
tips for services 3.46, 6.88
trade-ins 6.86
reference periods 1.20, 4.44–46, 9.81–84, 9.95–104(t)
reference population (g)
refunds 6.89–90
regional indices 3.101–104
see also subsidiary indices
regional weights 4.10–12, 4.14–15(t)
regulatory authorities, prices obtained from 6.43
reimbursements, by governments or social security schemes
3.134
rejected price observations (validation) see Annex 1 (5.5)
remuneration in kind 1.163, 3.7, 3.14
renovation expenditures (owner-occupied housing) 10.20,
10.40, 23.107–117
rental equivalence (leasing equivalence) approach (g)
10.14–19, 23.3, 23.16–21, 23.139–140
rents 23.127–131
durables 3.28
home-owner’s estimates 23.139
indexation 1.11, 2.16
non-payment 23.124
repair expenditures (owner-occupied housing) 10.20, 10.40,
23.107–117
replacement products (g) 8.9–17, 9.55–63(t)
clothing 10.66–72
directed 8.49–51, 8.57
quality adjustment 6.40, 6.103–107, 7.69, 7.118
replacement universe 8.1(appendix), 8.7
see also new products; substitution
representative products (g) 4.7(f), 9.9, 9.16(f *)
representative item method (sampling) 5.6, 5.46–48
telecommunication services 10.97–107(t)
representativity 5.109
representativity bias (g) 1.102–105
re-sampling 1.222–225, 8.1(appendix), 8.18–21, 8.44–48
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reservation prices 8.59–60
response errors 11.7, 11.25–27
retailers see outlets
revisions (indices) see Annex 1 (5.13)
revolutionary goods 8.35, 21.62–64
directed replacements 8.57
sample augmentation 8.52–55(t), 8.57–58, 21.64
reweighting see weights
rolling year annual indices 22.45–54(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
chained 22.49–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
fixed base 22.48–53(f)(t), 22.56–59(f)(t), 22.60(f *),
22.80(t*), 22.81(f *), 22.82–83
by using month-to-month annual basket indices
22.91–96(f)(t)
by using year-over-year monthly indices 22.55–62(f)(t)
rotation
item or product (g)
outlets 3.119–120
sample (g) 8.1(appendix), 8.18–21, 8.44–48
Rothwell or Bean and Stine Type C indices 22.87–89(t),
22.91(f *), 22.93–94(t), 22.96(f *)
rural areas, coverage 3.97–98
sales (reductions) 6.83
sales taxes 6.87, 13.28–29
sampled product (g) 4.7(f), 9.9, 9.16(f *)
sampling (g) 1.203–210, 5
allocation of resources 5.100–105
augmentation (g) 8.52–58(t), 21.64
see also directed replacements
choice of method 5.51–60
elementary indices 9.38, 20.87
errors 5.38, 11.3–4(t), 11.21, 20.20
estimation see estimation
frame (g) 5.13–15, 5.28, 5.59
HICPs see Annex 1 (4.3, 8)
and item replacement/substitution 8.9–17
matched models method 7.14–17, 8.3, 8.6–8
non-probability see non–probability sampling
outlets 5.3–6, 5.15, 5.55
probability see probability sampling
rotation/rebasing 1.222–225, 8.1(appendix), 8.18–21, 8.44–48
size of samples 5.33, 5.52–54
specific recommendations 5.106–110
in time 5.49–50
universe 5.2–6
see also collection; estimation; surveys
scanner data (g) 1.213–214, 4.32, 5.60, 6.117–118, 9.72–73,
20.88–99
scope (g)
seasonal adjustment (index publication) 13.13–18
seasonal products (g) 1.116–119, 6.41, 22
carry forward of unavailable prices 22.78–84(f)(t),
22.88–89(t), 22.91–93(f)(t)
clothing 10.73–88(t)
data set 22.14–15(t)
defined 22.1
economic approach 17.84–89
imputation 10.79–87(t), 22.85–86(t), 22.88(f *),
22.93–95(t), 22.96(f *)
month-to-month indices
Rothwell or Bean and Stine Type C indices 22.87–89(t),
22.91(f *), 22.93–94(t), 22.96(f *)
maximum overlap 22.63–77(t)
used in predicting rolling year indices 22.91–96(f)(t)
quality adjustment 7.8–9
rolling year indices 22.45–54(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
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chained 22.49–53(f)(t), 22.57(f *)
fixed base 22.48–53(f)(t), 22.56–59(f)(t), 22.60(f *)
by using year-over-year monthly indices 22.55–62(f)(t)
weights (fixed and variable) 4.62–66, 22.74
year-over-year annual indices 22.35–44(t)
chained 22.40(t*), 22.41–43(t)
fixed base 22.38–40(t)
year-over-year monthly indices 22.16–34(t)
chained 22.30–34(t)
fixed base 22.26–29(t), 22.31(t*)
used in predicting rolling year index 22.55–62(f)(t)
see also missing observations
second-hand goods 3.127–129, 4.68–72
selection errors 11.4
semi-durables 3.166, 3.167, 3.168
semi-logarithmic form 21.1(appendix)
sequential PPS sampling 5.19, 5.21
services 3.3
acquisitions approach 1.157, 3.7–8, 3.18–21, 3.24–25, 10.166
central price collection 6.71, 12.14
durable services 1.157, 3.24–25
flow of provided by durable goods 3.27–29
tips for 3.46, 6.88
uses approach 1.151, 3.18–21, 3.24–25
see also individual services
shops see outlets
shortages see missing observations
short-run comparisons (quality adjustment) 7.42–43,
7.159–173(t)
implicit short-run comparisons using imputations 7.165–170
quality adjustment methods 7.160–164
single-stage and two-stage indices 7.171–173
simple random sampling 1.203–210, 5.10, 11.18
single-household case (economic approach) see economic
approach
single-stage indices (quality adjustment) 7.171–173
smoothing (index publication) 13.13–18
SNA see System of National Accounts
social security 1.11, 2.9–13, 3.42, 3.134
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.9)
social transfers in kind 3.9–11, 14.35, 14.37, 14.42
see also education services; health services
spatial price comparisons
aggregation methods see Annex 4 (4)
data requirements see Annex 4 (3)
differences between temporal and, see Annex 4 (2)
overview see Annex 4 (1)
Special Data Dissemination Standard (SDDS) 13.43
special offer prices 6.1(appendix), 6.60, 6.83, 6.84
stamp duty (stockbroking services) 10.130–132
stamps, given with purchases 6.85
stochastic approach (g) 1.73–79, 16.74–93
elementary indices 20.100–111
unweighted 1.75–76, 16.74–78
weighted 1.77–79, 16.79–93
stockbroking services 10.119, 10.130–136
straight line depreciation 23.59–61
stratification (sampling) 5.12, 11.18
sub-aggregate indices 13.32–37
subscriptions 3.45
subsidiary indices 3.95–96, 3.103–104
see also regional indices
subsidies 3.135–137
substitute (g)
substitution (g) 1.108, 1.256–262
and new products 1.259–262, 8.2(appendix)
quality adjustment (g) 6.40, 6.103–107

sampling (g) 8.9–17
see also comparable items; missing observations;
replacement products
substitution bias (g)
Lowe index 17.76–83
outlet substitution (new outlet) bias 3.118, 11.35–36,
11.60–63
upper-level substitution bias 11.35, 11.37–42
substitution effect (g) 1.31–32
superlative and exact hedonic indices (SEHI) 7.142–149,
21.48–58
superlative indices (g)
chained 19.20–22(t)
choice of 1.13–14, 1.100–101, 17.50–54
COLIs 1.98–99, 17.4, 17.27–49, 17.55–60
estimating COLIs by 1.97–101
Fisher index 15.18–23, 17.27–32
fixed base 19.17–19(t)
quadratic mean of order r 1.98–99, 17.33–43, 17.59
retrospective 9.138
symmetrically weighted 19.17–22(t)
Törnqvist index 15.93, 17.4, 17.44–49
two-stage aggregation 17.55–60, 19.23–27, 19.28(t*)
Walsh index 15.24–32(e)
see also cost of living index; symmetric indices
supply price index (SPI) 14.70, 14.75(t*)
supply and use table (SUT) 14.9, 14.13, 14.18,
14.53–56(t)
surveys 4.30–31
household expenditure surveys see household expenditure
surveys
see also sampling
symmetric indices (g) 1.41–45, 15.18–32
Fisher index as average of Paasche and Laspeyres indices
15.18–23
Walsh index and theory of pure price index 15.24–32
see also superlative indices
symmetry tests see invariance and symmetry tests
systematic sampling 5.10, 5.17–18(t)
System of National Accounts (SNA) (g) 14
data sources 1.194–196, 4.25–28, 4.41
durables 14.40(b*), 23.1, 23.16
household consumption expenditures 14.34–45(b)(t),
14.75(t*)
institutional units and establishments 14.14–17(b)
for major accounts see capital account; external goods and
services account; production account; use of income
account
owner-occupied housing 14.40(b*), 23.144
price deflators 1.190, 3.1(appendix)
links with HICPs see Annex 1 (6)
price indices
export price index 14.4, 14.51, 14.57–58, 14.60(t*),
14.75(t*)
for final uses 14.72
for gross domestic product 14.73–74, 14.75(t*)
import price index 14.4, 14.51–52, 14.54(t*), 14.57–58,
14.60(t*), 14.75(t*)
for intermediate consumption 14.71, 14.75(t*)
for labour services 14.71(t*), 14.75(t)
producer price index see producer price index
for total supply 14.69–70, 14.75(t*)
recording transactions 14.19–24
supply and use of goods and services 14.11–13
supply and use table 14.9, 14.13, 14.18, 14.53–56(t)
terminology 14.6
weighting data 4.25–28, 4.41
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system of price statistics
framework 14.75(t*)
national accounts see SNA
see also data
targeted mean or overall mean imputation 7.53–66(t), 7.121
target quantity (sampling) 5.2
tariffs 6.21, 9.14
HICPs see Annex 1 (5.7)
taxation 13.27–29
capital gains 2.19
coverage 3.135–137
financial services 10.1(appendix)
income and wealth 2.19, 3.42, 13.27, 23.126
indexation 2.19
on insurance 10.171–173(t)
on products 3.135–137
property 10.20, 10.40, 10.171–173(t), 23.100–101,
23.118–120
sales taxes 6.87, 13.28–29
in SNA 14.21–24
tax and prices index 13.27, 13.29
technology see high-technology
telecommunication services 10.90–116
bills, sample of 10.113–116
contracts 10.92
customer profiles 10.108–112(t)
matched samples 10.97–104(t)
unit values 10.105–107
see also Internet; mobile telephones
telephone services see telecommunication services
tenants (rented accommodation) 23.123–124
test approach see axiomatic approach
test of determinateness as to prices 16.127
theoretical indices in characteristic space (hedonic approach)
21.38–39
tied bundles of characteristics (hedonic quality adjustment)
21.12
time aggregation problem (elementary indices) 20.15–17,
20.20
time reversal tests (g) 9.25, 16.132, 20.44, 20.62
first axiomatic approach 1.55, 1.59–61, 16.44
second axiomatic approach 16.109
time, sampling in 5.49–50
timing
price collection see collection
publication of indices 6.13, 13.45–48
HICPs see Annex 1 (7)
tips and gratuities 3.46, 6.88
Törnqvist index (g) 1.44, 15.93, 17.4, 17.44–49
chained 19.20–22(t), 19.26–27, 19.28(t*)
and COLI 1.99, 17.44–49
fixed base 19.17–19(t), 19.24–25, 19.28(t*)
stochastic approach 1.78–79
superlative index 1.99–101, 17.4, 17.44–49, 17.50–54
test performance 1.66–67, 1.81–82, 1.84, 16.1(appendix),
16.60–61, 16.120–129
and two-stage aggregation 17.57–58, 19.24–27, 19.28(t*)
Törnqvist–Theil index 1.78, 1.81
trade-ins 6.86
training and development (staff) 12.93–99
documentation 12.100–102
reviews 12.103
transactions (inflation) CPI 14.6–7
transfers 1.168, 3.41–46
definition 3.41
gifts and subscriptions 3.45
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licences 3.43
social security contributions 3.42
taxes, income and wealth 3.42
tips and gratuities 3.46
see also financial assets; gambling; insurance
transitivity (circularity) test (g) 9.25, 15.88–96, 16.110,
16.132, 20.63
see also Annex 4 (4.1)
transport services see social transfers in kind
Turkey algorithm 9.160, 12.53–54
turnover of models and quality adjustment see quality
adjustment
two-stage aggregation 17.55–60, 19.23–27, 19.28(t*)
two-stage indices (quality adjustment) 7.171–173
unavailable items see quality adjustment
unavailable prices see missing observations
underlying (core) inflation 13.24–26
undesirable goods and services 1.169, 3.123–124
unemployment benefits see social security
unequivocal indices 15.24, 16.63–67
unilateral price indices
first axiomatic approach 16.11–21
second axiomatic approach 16.22–29
unit values (g) 9.70–71, 10.105–107
universe, sampling 5.2–6
unweighted hedonic indices 21.59–60
unweighted stochastic approach 1.75–76, 16.74–78
upper-level substitution bias 11.35, 11.37–42
urban areas, coverage 3.97–98
use of income account 14.18, 14.34–45(b)(t)
see also SNA
user consultation 13.59–65
advisory committees 13.62–63
index quality, explaining 13.64–65
methodology, presentation 13.41, 13.44(b*), 13.60–61
uses of CPIs, explaining 13.59
see also production and publication
user cost approach (g) 23.3, 23.22–33
owner-occupied housing 10.7–13, 23.69–93
alternative 23.141–144
relationship with acquisitions approach 23.34–42
unique durable goods 23.69–78
user costs (owner-occupied housing) 23.94–120
insurance 23.102–106
landlord-specific 23.121–131
additional services 23.127
billing and maintenance 23.123, 23.125
non-payment of rent and vacancy costs 23.124
opportunity cost of capital 23.126
maintenance and renovation 10.20, 10.40, 23.107–117
mortgage interest costs 10.23–38(t), 23.95–99
property taxes 23.100–101
transaction costs (home purchase) 23.118–120
user value (quality adjustment) 7.29–30
uses approach (g) 1.151–158, 3.18–29
CPIs based on 3.26–29
insurance 10.164–165
owner-occupied housing 10.7–19, 23.3, 23.16–21, 23.139–140
services 3.24–25
SNA 14.6, 14.54
utility-based approach (quality change) 7.24–30
vacancy costs (rented accommodation) 23.124
validation checks (price collection) 12.21–25, 12.45–46
see also Annex 1 (5.5)
valuation, in recording transactions 14.21
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value added tax (VAT) 3.137
value aggregates 14.1–7, 15.7–17
Laspeyres and Paasche indices 15.11–17
product test 15.7–10
see also elementary aggregates
value (g)
variable weights for seasonal products 4.63–66
variance estimation 5.62, 5.73–99
elementary index formulae 5.74–75
errors 5.110, 11.12–15
see also estimation
vehicles 3.129, 7.81
see also cars
virtual prices (new products) 21.65–67
vouchers, money-off 3.138, 3.141, 3.143
wages 1.9, 2.8
see also income
Walsh price index (g and g appendix) 1.43
chained
symmetrically weighted 19.20–22(t)
two-stage aggregation 19.26–27, 19.28(t*)
fixed base
symmetrically weighted 19.17–19(t)
two-stage aggregation 19.24–25, 19.28(t*)
representativity bias 1.102–105
superlative index 1.99, 1.100–101, 17.4
symmetric averages 15.24–32
test performance 1.66–67, 1.71, 16.59, 16.61
see also quadratic mean of order r indices; symmetric indices
wealthy households, coverage 3.94
weighted arithmetic average index (g and g appendix)
weighted price indices
asymmetrically weighted 19.9–16(t)
chained 19.11(t*), 19.13–16(t)
fixed base 19.9–12(t), 19.16(t*)
symmetrically weighted 19.17–22(t)
chained 19.20–22(t)
fixed base 19.17–19(t)
weighted least squares (WLS) estimator 21.1(appendix)
weight, price collection by 6.63–64
weight reference period (g) 1.20, 4.44–46, 9.81–82
price-updating from weight reference period 9.95–104(t)
weights (g) 1.191–199, 4, 14.58, 14.60(t*)
adjustment 4.42–43
annual 9.135–136, 15.33–64
chaining 9.135–136, 19.11(t*), 19.13–16(t), 19.20–22(t)
data sources 4.16–33, 4.40–41
elementary aggregates 1.124–126, 4.14–15(t), 9.11–14,
9.115–117
errors 4.76–77
fixed base indices 19.9–12(t), 19.17–19(t)

fixed-weight indices 9.131–138
geometric averages 9.137
HICPs see Annex 1 (4.1)
hedonic approach 21.1(appendix), 21.58
housing (owner-occupied) 4.3
insurance 4.67
monthly indices 15.33–64
outlets 4.13, 4.30–31
price updated weights (g) 1.28–29, 9.95–104(t)
regional 4.10–12, 4.14–15(t)
revision 4.47–55
reweighting 1.274, 9.105–126
calculation of chain index 9.112–114(t)
frequency 9.108–111
long-term and short-term links 9.123–126
new elementary aggregates 9.115–117
new higher-level indices 9.118–119
partial reweighting 9.120–122
seasonal products (fixed and variable weights) 4.63–66
second-hand goods 4.68–72
stochastic approach 1.75–79, 16.79–93
structure 4.4–15(f)(t), 4.56–61
superlative indices 19.17–22(t)
see also higher–level indices
tests 16.45–46, 16.114–119
see also household consumption expenditures
WLS estimator see weighted least squares estimator
yearly indices see seasonal products
year-over-year annual indices (seasonal products) 22.35–44(t)
chained 22.40(t*), 22.41–43(t)
fixed base 22.38–40(t)
year-over-year monthly indices (seasonal products)
22.16–34(t)
chained 22.30–34(t)
fixed base 22.26–29(t), 22.31(t*)
used in predicting rolling year index 22.55–62(f)(t)
Young index (g and g appendix) 1.35–37, 19.34(t*), 19.37–40
annual indices 22.80(t), 22.81(f *), 22.83–86(t),
22.91–95(f)(t)
and COLI 1.95
factoring and price updated weights 9.92–94
geometric 1.38, 1.40
higher-level indices 9.78–80, 9.87–94
monthly indices 15.54–64
relationship with its time antithesis 15.3(appendix)
relationship with Laspeyres index 1.36, 15.56–58
relationship with Lowe index 9.87–91
test performance 1.59, 1.83, 16.130–134
Young type indices 19.45–48(t)
zero price, increasing to a positive price 17.90–94
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